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TRUE TO CRAFT
DARRAN (dahr • rahn). The name goes back to our roots. In 1977, DARRAN was 

founded as an American manufacturer of fine wood office furniture by two friends. 

Since then, we have refined and cultivated our trade into who we are today. We 

have held true to our standards and our founding principles, which have only 

strengthened with time. We take extra care of our customers - our identity as a 

family owned business gives authenticity to that tradition. We use quality materials 

to build industry-leading furniture. American owned and operated, we know that 

our most valuable assets are right in our own back yard. 100% of DARRAN furniture 

is manufactured in the USA by a skilled local workforce, and 80% of our resources 

and materials are domestic. We take pride in our craft – we are, first and foremost, 

craftsmen. We know it takes the experienced hand of an artisan to give attention to 

detail. A machine can build a box, but a person can create a masterpiece. DARRAN 

is American, custom and true to craft.
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RAIL
Signature trestle metal bases and exposed plywood tops bring an industrial element to Rail’s collaborative workspace 

solutions. Four and six-door locker systems and all-in-one storage units provide unique organizational choices for users.
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Exposed plywood edge on clear-coated Baltic Birch veneer

Freestanding lockers or end cap for workstations
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Veneer and laminate palette meet any design aesthetic
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Black or raw metal bases keep with the industrial feel
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RIFT

“Rift was inspired by the linear grids, formats and silhouettes of the Seagram 

building in New York City, which to me is the truest expression of the international 

style of modernism,” says Pesso. The defining characteristic of the collection is 

the rift cut tech grain that runs horizontally on all face planes.

designed by David Allan Pesso
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Sleigh leg offered with magnetic wood 
insert for statement and privacy
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Take Rift to a new level with integrated sit/stand technology
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SPACES
Spaces exudes residential trends that can adapt to any environment. The name 

comes from the metal detail spacer detail and attractive leg that elevates units 

from the floor. Spaces features the largest offering of materials, including glass 

table desks, aluminum accents and attractive storage solutions. 
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Elegance infused in detailing, wall hung cabinet doors come in optional white glass or standard frosted glass
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Inset aluminum spacer creates the illusion of floating tops
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CENTRAL PARK
A collection designed for today’s work style with our largest offering of products, mixed materials, distinctive edge details 

and options. Central Park is the most versatile collection for your individual business. 
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Integrated seating encourages collaboration without sacrificing storage
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Encased tripod lift brings worksurface and bridge to 42” height while maintaining an executive appearance
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Large selection of mixed materials includes white paint, frosted glass and metal accents
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NOT SO SQUARE
A collection introduced as unconventional, or “NOT SO square,” to meet the unique design and workstyle of your              

business. The name is emulated through angular metal elements. Height adjustability, beveled edges and metal accents 

offer a range of expression extending from the private to open office. A palette of veneer and laminates set the tone for 

any space - that is NOT SO square. 
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Angular run-off desk and modesty feature sharp beveled knife edges
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NOT SO SQUARE OPEN
NOT SO square provides open communication and accessibility with built-in personal storage and power, making this 

collection the perfect solution for teaming environments. Marker board, exposed plywood edges, plank match veneer and 

laminate create your own signature tone.
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Create privacy with laminate, fabric, acrylic or glass hexagonal panels
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Attractive aesthetics meet a moving workplace. Integrated power and data with height 

adjustable workstations give individual control for sitting or standing. 

Villa power pod
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PRADO Prado takes its name and its timeless look from the Nacional del Prado, an art gallery in Madrid. Neoclassical dentil molding, beveled 

glass and solid hardwood details are reminiscent of the Spanish Royal Collection, bringing luxury and functionality to workspaces.
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CAPITOL PARK An icon of timeless transitional styling and stately charm. Capitol Park offers a refined 

look for an afforable price, without compromising craftsmanship or materials. 
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JAMESTOWN
Achieves real workplace solutions in today’s traditional office. Hand fitted scalloped molding, solid 

hardwood bases and mitered cornice detailing emanate impeccable quality and craftsmanship.
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RICHMOND PARK Elegant, traditional and uncommonly practical. An enduring executive line 

with glass doors and cornice detailing at competitive pricing. 
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TABLES
Conference, cafe’ or reception; tables that create meaningful conversation. Integrated 

technology, data options, and AV racks facilitate practical solutions and maintain style. 

Tables coordinate with casegood lines, flowing seamlessly through any space.
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GROVE
Embrace beauty in its rawest form and celebrate the individuality of natural solid wood. Grove 

conference, desk and bar tops feature a protective varnish top coat. Select slabs from our live 

inventory; available sizes include 76”, 96” and 120” lengths. 
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BOSS
An air of casualness for conference rooms and offices. Boss is exquisite in        

detail and minimalistic in design. Integrated power solutions are concealed 

through hollow legs on table corners. Crafted dovetail maple drawers push-

to-open with concealed suspensions. Credenzas are hand fitted and mitered,          

allowing quartered walnut to waterfall from the top over the ends. 
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Integrated wire management Wood, marble or glass tops Coordinating credenzas
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RIFT CONFERENCE
Rift’s play on “thick and thin” takes center stage in the conference 

collection. Height adjustable tables easily convert meetings from sit to 

stand. This collection utilizes signature characteristics from Rift desks 

and workstations, creating a seamless design between conference 

and office spaces. 
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RIDGE
In this artisan table collection, each piece is hand-made and signed, making each table a conversation. “Patinated metal 

is typically used in exterior art, so I’m bringing something unique to commercial interiors,” says designer Rick Mullins.
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OCCASIONAL
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Left to right: Around Town, Tina, NOT SO square, Jackson, Trade Street, Trade Street, Sylva, Zum, NOT SO square
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NOT SO SQUARE OPEN
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Collaboration will be NOT SO square with this collection of bar height tables and stools in 51” and 76” lengths 
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TABLO
designed by Michael Wolk

The name was taken from “low table,” and combines design elements from both 

residential and contract design. A modular lounge and table collection, Tablo 

consists of platform bases and plush cushions that can be configured to blend 

the perfect balance of home and office.
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Cantilever polished chrome legs
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AirCharge

The AirCharge grommet provides wireless power for Qi compatible smartphones and devices. 

Adapt devices to Qi technology with a wireless receiver.
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FILMORE

Sleek and modern, Filmore’s diversified pieces encourage individual or collaborative thinking. Backless benches, angled 

pieces and chairs that gang horizontally create virtually endless possibilities for lobbies and public spaces.

designed by John Stafford & Chris Carter
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Select round anodized aluminum metal or tapered wood legs
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AREA
From single chairs to graceful modular curving units, Area is standard with an 

eye-catching scalloped aluminum leg, with optional round anodized metal or          

tapered wood legs. 30, 60 and 90 degree radius units with backs make Area ideal 

for collaborative seating.

designed by John Stafford & Chris Carter
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HAVE A SEAT
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Left to right: Babble, Monroe, Composition, Maxton, Marion, Murphy, Converse, Cosmo, Silo
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COVET

The Covet executive chair has a slim, chiseled profile and finely tailored                    

upholstery that compliments our desks and workstations. Knee-tilt swivel                   

reduces leg lift and allows 25 degree tilt. Available in polished aluminum, black 

or wood base. Choose from high back or mid-back with adjustable black arms, 

metal c-arms, upholstered arms or armless.

designed by Michael Shields
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POSH

Posh’s refined curves provide both luxury and comfort. Designed for the                   

executive manager or conference room, the collection offers a mid and                      

high-back. Select from adjstable black arms, urethane loop arms, upholstered 

arms or armless, and a base choice of polished aluminum, black or wood. 

designed by John Stafford & Chris Carter
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CompositionSilo Vessel
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BARSTOOLS
Stools designed to enhance collaborative environments
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SUSTAINABILITY

We understand that it is vital to protect the resources we rely on to produce quality furniture.  Through 

research and development, we have implemented programs to source materials locally, improve      

operational efficiencies, reduce waste, and eliminate harmful solvents that affect indoor air quality.  

As a result of these business practices, we not only improve the environment for future generations;  

we improve the lives of our employees and customers today.

LEED Credits

All DARRAN products contribute to LEED Credit 5.1/5.2 based on the project location relative to High 

Point, NC. DARRAN desks and workstations are all eligible for LEED Commercial Interiors Credit 4.5 

(Indoor Air Quality), and other DARRAN products can be built to meet other LEED credits. 

MAS Certification

All DARRAN products in veneer, laminate and guest seating are MAS Certified Green, complying with 

the ANSI/BIFMA X 7.1 Standard/LEED Standard for low-VOC emitting furniture.

ENVI-CT

DARRAN partnered with the global leader in wood coatings to develop a  finish technology that meets 

today’s environmental standards for indoor air quality and assisting with LEED requirements. ENVI-CT 

is a high-end furniture coating with superior performance in appearance and durability that allows 

DARRAN to deliver more sustainable products to our customers.

BACGUARD

BACGUARD SILVER™ is an anti-microbial additive to ENVI-CT, featuring silver ion technology.          

BACGUARD inhibits the growth of bacteria and fungus on wood finishes and protects for the lifetime 

of the furniture. BACGUARD is standard on all DARRAN desks and workstations, and exemplifies 

DARRAN’s commitment to worker safety, healthcare and the environment.
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100% 100%100%
of all DARRAN products are proudly      

manufactured in North Carolina

of DARRAN core material is made from 

recycled and recovered wood fibers

of DARRAN desk and workstations and 

finishes contribute to LEED Certification





For more information and typicals for each setup featured in this book, visit our website www.darran.com/workedition



DARRAN Furniture is committed to responsible   

forestry and sustainability in it’s wood products 

and print publications. This book was sourced 

and produced according to the strict standards 

of the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) using 

products that came from well-managed forests. 

© 2017 DARRAN Furniture. All rights reserved.
2402 Shore St. High Point, NC 27263 | 1-800-334-7891


